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Mobile App 
Monetization Survey

Insights, benchmarks, and trends from 
today’s top grossing mobile publishers

AdColony and Fyber’s Mobile App Monetization Survey 
was distributed globally and garnered responses from 
300+ mobile publishers. The survey asked respondents 
30 questions regarding monetization strategies, revenue 
sources, and the impact of AppTrackingTransparency. 
The mobile publishers included gaming and non-gaming 
app developers. 



Foreword
The past few years have seen significant changes in the app ecosystem thanks to a surge in 
activity and crackdowns on privacy. People are spending more time and money in apps while 
iOS 14.5’s privacy features have forced mobile adtech companies, including Digital Turbine 
and our family of companies, to adapt and deliver results in a privacy-aware environment. 

Much has been speculated about the future of in-app advertising but there is still much to 
learn about its current state and where it is headed.  

For years, AdColony and Fyber have offered trusted app monetization solutions. Now a part 
of Digital Turbine, AdColony and Fyber’s teams have teamed up to present a wide view of 
current trends in the in-app monetization ecosystem, to inform the outlook of what the future 
holds for the industry. And who better to tell us than our partners: app publishers, small 
developers to large, from all over the world. 

We reached out to both companies' clients to get insights from a diverse range of app 
publishers, both gaming and non-gaming.  

We hope you find it insightful. We look forward to providing more insights and intelligence on 
the in-app economy together.  

Offer Yehudai 
CMO, Digital Turbine  
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Our Survey 
Respondents
Responses are from publishers located 
around the world from a variety of 
company sizes. These publishers have a 
wide range of DAU, from niche audiences 
to millions of avid users.
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App Types by Geography

Headquarters Location

Around the world, it is almost an even split of gaming and 
non-gaming app offerings. 
 
Notable exceptions are seen in Africa, where gaming titles 
are a smaller percentage of the apps published, and 
Europe, which skews more toward the gaming end of the 
spectrum.



App Categories

Education apps were at the top of the publishing list for both gaming and non-gaming categories. Top 
spots are often occupied by puzzle and action offerings. Business apps also jumped up in popularity. 

A possible reason for publishers’ focus on these categories could be the industry’s adaptation to a 
mobile landscape reshaped by COVID-19. Time will tell whether this trend continues.

These category types are what survey respondents are primarily publishing.

Entertainment Education Business

Top Non-Gaming CategoriesTop Gaming Categories

Puzzle ActionEducation
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Most respondents have published 
fewer than 5 apps. As expected, a 
higher published app count leads 
to a higher install count and higher 
DAU. Whether they are indie 
developers or more established 
app companies, insights in this 
report come from publishers with 
audiences of all sizes.

More Apps 
Published = More 
Installs

15%

9%

18%
57%

< 200k 200k to 999k
1M to 4.9M > 5M

Number of Apps Published

3%

13%

21%
63%

1 - 5 6 - 10
11 - 15 > 16

App Installs
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Where MAU are Located

6%

16% 29%

48%

North America
APAC
EMEA
LATAM

The responding publishers are based primarily in APAC, but North America is a prime target, 
providing an outsized portion of worldwide MAU.
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Video is the Top Choice for Gaming and Non-gaming Apps
Gaming apps mostly use video ads, display ads, and in-app purchases for revenue. This is mostly the same as 
non-gaming apps except they also heavily feature native ads because of its natural appearance in those apps.

Video Ads Display Ads IAP Native Ads Subscriptions Offerwall Paid downloads Affiliates eCommerce

1%
5%3%4%4%

35%

6%

77%78%

7%

16%18%19%21%24%

39%

71%

82%

Gaming apps Non-gaming apps
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Most Used Monetization Methods
When looking at specific channels with video and display, rewarded video is the most widely used 

monetization method for gaming apps while most non-gaming titles have banner display ads.

Interstitial display
Banner display
Postroll video
Preroll video
In-feed video
Playable
Interstitial video
Rewarded video

Gaming Apps Non-gaming Apps

Video VideoDisplay Display
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Video = $$$
No matter where the publisher is located, their genre or MAU - video and display ads dominated as 
the #1 revenue source. Video also generates the most revenue for all apps - gaming and non-gaming.

Video Ads
50%

Display Ads
28%



23%4%5%6%11%8%5%8%30%
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Revenue Split between In-App Ads (IAA) & In-App Purchases (IAP)
Respondents of gaming and non-gaming apps share how they split their revenue across IAA and IAP. 
From the findings, majorities of the results fell on both spectrums of the scale with a middle chunk going 
for equally balanced monetization strategy. 

90% IAP 

10% IAA

70% IAP

30% IAA

50% IAP

50% IAA

30% IAP

70% IAA

10% IAP

90% IAA

80% IAP

20% IAA

60% IAP

40% IAA

40% IAP

60% IAA

20% IAP

80% IAA
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Revenue Split between IAA & IAP By Genre
From a gaming perspective, based on the publishers surveyed, hyper-casual drives the most revenue with 
in-app ads. For other genres such as casual games, the revenue is split on both spectrums of the scale.

90% IAP - 10% IAA

80% IAP - 20% IAA

70% IAP - 30% IAA

60% IAP - 40% IAA

50% IAP - 50% IAA

40% IAP - 60% IAA

30% IAP - 70% IAA

20% IAP - 80% IAA

10% IAP - 90% IAA

Non-gaming Casual Hardcore Hyper-casual Mid-core Mult. Category Gaming
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Monetization Effectiveness
Despite being the most widely used, rewarded video ads are not regarded as the most effective for our 

respondents. Interstitial video and display ads and banner display rank higher based on weighted average.

2.462.52.65
3.093.13.173.28

Interstitial video ads
Interstitial display ads
Banner display ads
Rewarded video ads
Native ads
In-app purchases of digital goods
Playable ads
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Impact on UX
Interstitial video and display ads have the highest impact on UX (based on the weighted average of 

scores) while IAP ranked much lower.

2.332.42.5
2.862.983.143.24

Interstitial video ads
Interstitial display ads
Rewarded video ads
Banner display ads
Native ads
Playable ads
In-app purchases of digital goods
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Efficiency vs. 
Service

11%

59%

47%

25%

Direct deals with brands and/or agencies
Direct ad network relationships
Through multiple networks via mediation platforms
Through programmatic DSPs

Most publishers turn to 
mediation platforms for their 
efficiency but many still value 
direct deals. Building 
relationships with ad networks or 
agencies allows for better service 
and optimization. 
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Non-gaming apps

48%

31%

21%

Gaming apps

60%

31%

9%

Slightly unimportant to Not important at all
Neutral
Moderately to Extremely important

Programmatic solutions are more 
important for gaming apps than for non-
gaming apps. Publishers need to 
constantly update their games in order 
to retain users and programmatic 
provides the relief of a more automated 
and optimized monetization solution. 
Open exchanges appeal to game 
publishers because they bring in brand 
demand and minimize UA campaigns 
from competitors.

The Importance of 
Programmatic 
Solutions
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More DAU, More 
Ad Networks

Publishers with more than 500K DAU use 
more ad networks within their games or 
apps. Furthermore, they reported to have 
an average of 10 SDKs simultaneously in 
their apps versus 7 when all publishers 
are considered. With more users, 
publishers are looking to maximize 
revenue by working with more partners.

Publishers with >500K DAU

31%

33%

33%

3%

All surveyed publishers

11%

18%

55%16%

1 2-6 7-10 10+
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It’s not all about the numbers! Publishers are looking for solid partnerships. Based on the weighted average 
of scores, trust and quality of service were among the highest ranked qualities along with ad fill and eCPM 

for companies of all sizes. SDK size, ease of integration, and transparency ranked lowest for both 
companies of up to 50 employees and those with more.

7.317.08
8

7.26
8.317.89

7.08
8.21 8.54

9.21

Trust
Quality of Service
Ad fill
eCPM
Ad quality

Publishers value trust and service

Most important qualities in a monetization partner 

Companies with up to 
50 employees

Companies with more 
than 50 employees
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Ad Orientation Matching Apps

Users will most likely not rotate their phones to see an ad. 
Half of the respondents with gaming apps understand the 
importance of not disrupting the ad experience during 
gameplay, and find it important to match their ad 
orientation to their app. 

Conversely, non-gaming publishers pay less attention to 
app orientation for ad delivery with 34% sharing that it's 
slightly unimportant to not important at all - as compared 
to the 15% of gaming apps. 

49% of gaming publishers see the importance of matching their ads to their apps.

15%

36%

49%Gaming

34%

29%

37%

Moderately to Extremely Important
Neutral
Slightly Unimportant to Not important at all

Non-Gaming
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Early indicators of high quality users who are likely to make IAPs

2%

9%

17%

27%27%

36%
39%41%

Retention (e.g. 2nd day, 7th day) Average session time
In-app purchase Session frequency
Positive user review Social login
Tutorial completion Other

User retention, session time and IAP behavior have the biggest influences on monetizing via IAP

Monetizing through IAP is directly linked to 
engagement. A strong game economy is built to 
bring players back to the game, retain them and 
play longer sessions. In other words, the key 
activities in your app should be relevant to why a 
user would want to make a purchase, and the 
more time they spend in the app, the more likely 
they are to use hard currency in your app. 
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Adapting and adopting to new privacy changes 

21%

45%

34%

Companies with up to 50 
employees

Bigger players in the industry have been quicker to adopt to SKAdNetwork, while the smaller 
players have it in their roadmap. 

19%

22% 59%

Yes
Not yet, but we plan to soon.
We do not plan on using SKAdNetwork.

Companies with more than 50 
employees
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ATT rollout and privacy changes impact on iOS/Android strategy

31%

9%
20%

40%

No, everything remained the same.
Yes, we reduced our iOS spend - but our Android spend remained the same
Yes, we’ve shifted some of our UA spend from iOS to Android
Yes, we’ve shifted much of our spend from iOS to Android

Publishers with 
≥100K DAU

We braced for impact but the landing was softer than expected - for some. More publishers with 
less than 100K DAU saw that everything remained the same, with less so seeing a shift in spend. 

Those with larger audiences were more willing to shift their budget between platforms.     

Fyber insight: For the very first time we’re 
seeing days where Android developers make 
more money than iOS. iOS is still holding in 
there, but the growth trend is for Android. 

16%

7%

12%
65%

Publishers with 
<100K DAU
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Impact of the ATT rollout on iOS ad revenue

0-10% drop

10-30% drop

30-50% drop

> 50% drop

Too Early 31%

9%

24%

25%

12%

The post-IDFA era braced the mobile app ecosystem for unprecedented uncertainty, and while the industry continues 
to tackle new limitations and explore new opportunities, the foreseeable impact is still in a state of oblivion. Most 
publishers (with both more or less than 100K DAU) said its too early to tell. From the results, some experienced a 
minimal drop while on the other end of the spectrum, a few had up to a 50% drop in iOS ad revenue.

For some publishers in the survey - it's too early to tell

*For publishers 
with ≥100K DAU



Ranking the most exciting ad formats for publishers in 2022
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Playable Ads

In-app purchases

Interstitial video Ads

Preroll video Ads

Interstitial display Ads

In-app bidding

Banner Ads

Native Ads

In-feed Video Ads

7.5% 15% 22.5% 30%

Gaming Non-gaming

With so many methods available to earn in-app revenue, a high majority of respondents with non-gaming 
apps said that interstitial video ads is the format they are most looking forward to in 2022. Playable ads 
and in-app purchases are in a close race for the title of "most exciting" ad format for publishers.
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Key Findings

Video ads are publishers’ top choice. 

Most gaming and non-gaming apps 
contain video ads and for good reason; 
they bring in money. Across regions and 
categories, video ads bring in the most 
revenue according to publishers.

Relationships matter. 

Publishers prioritize strong relationships 
with monetization partners. Many continue 
to work directly with ad networks despite 
the convenience of media platforms. Trust 
is considered the most important quality of 
a partner for companies of all sizes.

In-app ads or in-app purchases? 
Depends on the app. 

The great debate continues on what is 
more effective but it really depends on the 
type of app. On the same note, different 
strategies work differently for gaming 
genres and split their revenue accordingly.

The jury is out on 
AppTrackingTransparency’s impact. 

Though the industry expected a seismic 
shift, we’ve yet to see the full impact of 
Apple’s privacy changes. While some have 
reported drops and shifts in spends, most 
publishers say it is too early to tell.


